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Boeing
participates in
Royal Navy’s
Unmanned Warrior
event
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Lockheed Martin to upgrade US
Navy’s shipboard electronic warfare
systems
Lockheed Martin continues to make technological advances in its electronic
warfare portfolio that will keep the warfighter a step ahead. The US Navy awarded
the company an initial $148.9 million contract for full rate production of Surface
Electronic Warfare Improvement Program (SEWIP) Block 2 systems with four
additional option years to upgrade the fleet’s electronic warfare capabilities so
warfighters can respond to evolving threats.
Under this full-rate production contract, Lockheed Martin will provide additional
systems to upgrade the AN/SLQ-32 systems on US aircraft carriers, cruisers,
destroyers and other warships with key capabilities to determine if the electronic
sensors of potential foes are tracking the ship.
“The SEWIP Block 2 System is critically important to the Navy’s operation,
and we are proud to continue to provide this capability to the warfighter,” said
Joe Ottaviano, Electronic Warfare Program Director. “Threats are becoming
increasingly sophisticated. Our electronic warfare systems give the warfighter
information to enable a response before the adversary even knows we’re there.”
The system is the first sensor to be fully compliant with the Navy’s Product
Line Architecture strategy, which facilitates the rapid introduction of new
technology into the fleet.
Block 2 is the latest deployed improvement in an evolutionary succession of
“blocks” the Navy is pursuing for its shipboard electronic warfare system, which
will incrementally add new defensive technologies and functional capabilities.
Block 2 provides an upgraded antenna, receiver and improved interface with
existing ship combat systems.
Lockheed Martin was awarded the design and development contract for this
program in September 2009. Since then Lockheed Martin has been awarded
Low Rate Initial Production (LRIP) contract for an additional 38 units and 22 of
these units have been delivered to the Navy on schedule so far.
Work will be performed at the company’s Syracuse, New York facility. GMC

Boeing is participating in the Royal Navy’s
Unmanned Warrior event – the largest
demonstration of its kind – with the
ScanEagle unmanned aerial system (UAS)
with subsidiary Insitu; the CAMCOPTER S100 UAS with partner Schiebel; and the
Sensor Hosting Autonomous Remote Craft
(SHARC) unmanned surface vehicle (USV)
with partner Liquid Robotics.
“Unmanned systems are revolutionising
the future of military operations across the
spectrum, as well as presenting significant
economic potential for the United Kingdom
as the market continues to grow,” said Nick
Whitney, Director of Global Sales &
Marketing for Boeing Defense, Space &
Security. “Our teams here in the UK are
working with The Royal Navy and global
customers to turn potential into reality.”
The Boeing systems – using advanced
platform technology and sensors – will
collaborate to hunt for submarines; detect,
classify and track potentially hostile surface
targets; and expand the tactical intelligence
available to key decision-makers.
In par tnership with Inmarsat and
Cobham, Boeing Commercial Satellite
Services is providing high-throughput
satellite services to the Royal Navy for the
Unmanned Warrior exercise. This capability
enables the sharing of full-motion video and
the transfer of large data files around the
battle space quickly and efficiently.
“Unmanned Warrior is a chance to show
how autonomous systems and networks
can address the world’s most pressing
maritime challenges in smarter, safer and
more efficient ways,” said Kory Mathews,
Boeing Defense, Space & Security’s vice
president for Autonomous Systems.
Unmanned Warrior is overlaid onto the
twice-yearly multinational Joint Warrior
exercise staged off western Scotland, allowing
the Royal Navy to see first-hand how some of
the systems and sensors could integrate into
GMC
current and future operations.

The US Army has selected Rockwell Collins to service the MFD-268C4 multi-function display (MFD) units for its UH-60M
Black Hawk fleet under a five-year firm-fixed-price, indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity contract. This is a follow-on contract
that continues the Army’s relationship with Rockwell Collins for long-term support of the program.
“Whether the displays are in need of an upgrade, repair or modification, this agreement provides Army UH-60M operators
peace of mind that we’ll get them operational as soon as possible,” said Thierry Tosi, Vice President and General manager,
Service Solutions for Rockwell Collins. Installed on the Army’s UH-60M Black Hawk helicopters, the MFD-268C4 displays
provide advanced graphic engines, safety critical processing, and Active Matrix LCD technologies, as well as multiple video
interfaces. Proven in over 10 years of operational use, MFD units deliver primary flight and mission display functions for the
Black Hawk’s demanding multi-mission role. The MFD-268C4 displays are based on the proven Open System Architecture
design features of the Flight2™ product line.
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A legacy US Air Force communications satellite built by
Lockheed Martin enhances Internet access at the South Pole
Nearly 21 years after its launch, a Lockheed Martin-built satellite within the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS)
recently turned its attention to a new mission-supporting the National Science Foundation (NSF)’s Amundsen-Scott Station at the
South Pole, where communicating with the rest of the world has always been a challenge.
Amundsen-Scott Station’s location at 90 degrees south, right at the South Pole, makes communications with the remote
science station difficult. Even for orbiting satellites, the extreme geographic latitude makes maintaining continuous communication
links impossible for a station that up to 100 researchers call home. With few other options, periodic connections are still better than
none, but the time to upload and download valuable research data and other communications is invaluable.
In June, the US Air Force’s DSCS III B7 satellite took over the role of providing communication and data links between
Amundsen-Scott and the US Antarctic Program facility in Christchurch, New Zealand, which serves as the station’s link to the rest
of the world. Replacing the NSF’s decommissioning GOES-3 satellite, DSCS III B7 provides the station with Internet access for 3.5
hours a day at speeds of up to 30 megabits per second (MBPS), an upgrade from about 1.5 MBPS they had under GOES.
DSCS III B7 has already begun relaying health and welfare data links to and from the remote facility. In June, the satellite
played a key role in relaying telemedicine data leading up to the medical evacuation of two NSF employees in need of additional
medical care.
“The DSCS constellation has been a legacy workhorse for the US military’s super-high frequency communications,” said Chris
Ayres, Director of Operations, Sustainment and Logistics at Lockheed Martin Space Systems. “Now operating past twice its design
life, it is gratifying to see DSCS III B7 still delivering value, providing significant return on investment by furthering scientific
research and providing potentially life-saving communications with a location that is otherwise unreachable.”
Originally built by Lockheed Martin and launched on July 31, 1995 with a ten year-design life, DSCS III B7 builds on the
constellation’s reputation for providing extended service life. Six on-orbit DSCS III satellites remain operational with more than 259
years of combined service life, already providing nearly 120 extra years of mission life.
Lockheed Martin sustains the DSCS constellation, as well as the Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF) system and
Milstar blocks I and II, under the Air Force’s Combined Orbital Operations Logistics Sustainment (COOLS) program.
GMC
MACOM Technology Solutions has introduced three broadband voltage controlled oscillators (VCOs) that combined cover
the 6-20 GHz frequency range. These voltage controlled oscillators are ideally suited for Test and Measurement (T&M),
Communication Systems and Aerospace and Defense (A&D). For over 60 years, MACOM’s design and applications experts
have spearheaded innovation in the RF, microwave and millimeterwave domain. Proven engineering and application support
teams are continuing in this legacy with a next generation of wideband MMIC solutions designed for the most demanding
customer applications.
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A new era of mobility
Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X) communications have been contemplated for more than a
decade now, but it is only recently that prototype systems have begun to be tested. With V2V and V2X technology, a
whole host of new capabilities is made available in the form of autonomous cars, platooning, and enhancements in
energy efficiency and road safety. Unsurprisingly, commercial companies are leading the pack on development, however,
the new technology is expected to provide a great boost to military groups the world over, reducing the number of
troops in the field and increasing force efficiency. Here, we take a look at the latest developments in V2V and V2X
technology, and where it might be headed in the years to come.

Inter-vehicle communications allow a host of applications
that we’ve only just started to delve into. With vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) communications, fleets of vehicles can be commanded
by a single driver under the heading of ‘platooning,’ while with
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X) communications, individual or
fleets of cars can be controlled remotely, communicate with
roadside transponders, and be alerted to hazards or temporary
speed limit changes.
The attractions of inter-vehicle communications technology
to the military are self-evident:

•
•
•
•

Safety: Remotely-driven cars are largely free of human error
and fatigue.
Risk reduction: Supply envoys commanded by a single driver
put fewer lives at risk in dangerous territory.
Efficiency: If one driver can command a fleet of vehicles,
the remaining personnel being transported are freed up for
other tasks.
Cost reductions: With fewer military personnel required for
supply runs, wages can be reduced.

Despite the numerous advantages afforded to the military
by V2V and V2X capabilities, it is the commercial sector that is
leading the charge in development. The prospect of autonomous
cars has caught the collective imagination of consumers, while
logistics companies are eyeing the massive potential savings
to be made by platooning. Accordingly, we can expect to see
developments in this field by commercial and government
entities alike, which should, all being well, spread the cost of

6

innovation and accelerate technological developments.
The role of V2X communications in Smart cities
V2V and V2X technology has a huge role to play in the
development of Smart cities. With autonomous vehicles, public
transport can be made more efficient and environmentallyfriendly, while congestion and public safety can be improved.
In March 2016, NXP Semiconductors and Cohda Wireless
joined the US Department of Transportation’s Smart City
Challenge as providers of V2V and V2X technology. As part of
the deal, NXP provided its V2X RoadLINK system, which allows
cars to securely exchange data, such as hazard warnings, over
distances of more than a mile to prevent accidents and improve
traffic slow, to the contest’s winning city.
“Our partnership with NXP will help push the boundaries of
what is possible in cities across America,” said US Department
of Transportation Secretary, Anthony Foxx. “V2X technology
holds the potential to deliver truly profound benefits for the Smart
City Challenge winner, its transportation systems, and most
importantly, for its citizens.”
The Smart City Challenge is a nationwide competition that
awards the winning medium-sized US city a US$50 million prize
through the Department of Transportation and its partners, for
that city’s ideas to develop the connected city of the future and
address the challenges that growing populations present to
transportation infrastructure. Some 78 cities applied, and were
whittled down to seven finalists: Austin, Columbus, Denver,
Kansas City, Pittsburgh, Portland, and San Francisco. The
finalists presented innovative concepts, proposing to create new

www.globalmilitarycommunications.com | October 2016
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first-of a-kind-corridors for autonomous vehicles to move city
residents, to electrify city fleets, and to collectively equip over
13,000 buses, taxis, and cars with V2V communication.
Columbus was selected as the winner in July 2016 because
it put forward a holistic vision for how technology can help all of
the city’s residents to move more easily and to access
opportunity. The city proposed to deploy three electric self-driving
shuttles to link a new bus rapid transit centre to a retail district,
connecting more residents to jobs. Columbus also plans to use
data analytics to improve health care access in a neighbourhood
that currently has an infant mortality rate four times that of the
national average.
“We are thrilled to be America’s first Smart City. Our
collaboration between public, private and non-profit sectors is
the perfect example of how we lift up our residents and connect
all communities,” said Mayor Andrew Ginther. “Smart Columbus
will deliver an unprecedented multimodal transportation system
that will not only benefit the people of central Ohio, but potentially
all mid-sized cities. I am grateful to President Obama, Secretary
Foxx, the US Department of Transportation, all of our partners
and especially the Smart Columbus team.”
Developments in platooning
The majority of developments in V2V and V2X technology in
2016 came in the field of platooning, which is set to provide
major fuel and CO2 emissions savings when it is launched by
the logistics sector.
In April 2016, NXP Semiconductors, TNO, Ricardo, and DAF
Trucks, under the EcoTwin consortium, demonstrated self-driving
technologies for automated trucks as part of the European Truck
Platooning Challenge, organised by the Dutch Ministry of
Infrastructure and Environment. The challenge, which saw
platoons of trucks driven on public roads from several European
cities to the Netherlands, is designed to bring autonomous
platooning closer to implementation by demonstrating the
economic, traffic management and safety advantages. It also
highlighted the need for legislation and standardisation of
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) across Europe, as
currently, laws vary between countries.
NXP’s RoadLINK uses wireless communications standard
IEEE 802.11p with NXP radar technology to enable trucks within
a platoon to exchange real time information and automatically
brake or accelerate in response to the lead truck. The high speed
communication means that trucks in the platoon can react
around 25 times faster than a human, saving critical time when
it comes to emergency braking. RoadLINK has four secure
channels to provide highly reliable communications, enabling
drivers to communicate without relying on cellular networks or
other communication channels. The RoadLINK system was built
into the mirrors of the DAF Trucks participating in the European
Truck Platooning Challenge.
“It goes without saying that there is still a lot of continued
development required before we can introduce platooning as a
new technology on the market,” said Ron Borsboom, member
of DAF Trucks’ Board of Management and responsible for product
development. “This is definitely not a process that will be
complete before 2020. There is still a great deal that has to be
sorted out in terms of legislation, liability and acceptance.”
According to research from TNO, platooning semi-trailer
trucks will cut fuel use by 15 percent and reduce traffic
congestion and accidents. Logistics companies like Unilever aim
to use self-driving trucks capable of platooning by 2017.
Later in July 2016, NXP partnered with eSSys for Korea’s
next-generation Cooperative ITS for the Korean Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and Transport. NXP will supply eSSys with its
RoadLINK system, set to be tested on a year-long pilot on an
87.8km route between Sejong City and Daejon. The system will
enable vehicles to communicate in real time with other vehicles
and surrounding intelligent infrastructure such as roadworks,
traffic signs and lights, while improving traffic flow and reducing
CO2 emissions.
www.globalmilitarycommunications.com | October 2016

The country is currently trialling a number of smart transport
technologies on national highways ahead of the 2018 Winter
Olympic Games in Pyeongchang. According to the Korea
National police Agency, more than 5,000 people die in accidents
each year, more than 300,000 sustain injuries, and congestion
costs more than Euro25 billion each year. Some 76 percent of
road accidents are expected to be avoided with Cooperative
ITS deployment.
“It is an honour that our proven RoadLINK V2X chipset was
selected for the next-generation intelligent transport system by
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation,” said Lars
Reger, Chief Technology Officer for NXP’s automotive business
unit. “Our advanced intelligent transport technologies will
significantly contribute to saving lives on Korean roads, improving
traffic flow and boosting the overall convenience of transport.
Based on software-defined radio technology, our hardware
platform is able to support the Korean V2X standard, as well as
the vast majority of regional variants around the globe.”
Exploring V2X capabilities on the I-69
Michigan is currently at the centre of an aggressive push into
autonomous vehicle research, and is developing a 330 acre
site dedicated to testing. Research from the University of
Michigan has reported that intelligent vehicles and roadway
technology could eliminate up to 80 percent of traffic accidents.
In 2015, 980 people died in such accidents in Michigan alone.
State legislators are currently considering bills that would open
up the state’s roads to driverless vehicles.
In June 2016, the US Army Tank Automotive Research,
Development and Engineering and the State Department of
Transportation partnered to test highway communications
technology along the I-69 in St. Clair and Lapeer counties,
Michigan. A convoy of four manned vehicles with V2V and V2X
capabilities travelled between Capac Village and Imlay City.
The Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)
technology, a medium- to short-range wireless communications
technology that enables high-data transmission of
communications-based safety infor mation, underwent
functionality testing in combination with LiDAR, radar, sensors
and other driverless equipment. “The radio testing is a necessary
step before any future testing of driver-optional features on the
vehicle can be conducted,” commented an Army spokesperson.
Karl Heimer, a Technical Adviser for the Michigan Economic
Development Corporation, commented on the future potential
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applications for platooning following the test. “It’s been under
research for four or five years in Europe… It’s a groundbreaking
experiment here in the US” Heimer added that while he expects
the initial applications to be for fleet or convoy operations, it
could soon be rolled out to enable cars to form their own convoys,
enabling commuters to work during their trips to and from the
office, for example.

capabilities, advanced monitoring systems, and powerful AI
capable of making vehicle control decisions. BMW and its
partners have set milestones on the way to completing their
autonomous car design:

•
•

Exploring off-road capabilities
In July 2016, Jaguar Land Rover revealed plans for an off-road
self-driving system capable of manoeuvring through any terrain
autonomously. Field tests to ensure the Land Rover can function
on all surfaces, regardless of weather or environment, are
expected to start shortly. This will mark a major step forward in
the field of autonomous vehicles, which can currently only
operate on tarmac.
“We don’t want to limit future highly automated and fully
autonomous technologies to tarmac. When the driver turns off
the road, we want this support and assistance to continue,” said
Tony Harper, Head of Research at Jaguar Land Rover.
The Land Rover will be equipped with 3D path sensing and
surface identification technology, which are used in most
autonomous cars. Jaguar Land Rover has claimed that the
technology has better vision than human eyes and can even
predict upcoming terrain changes. The company is also working
on an overhead clearing assist, which can recognise branches
and barriers above the car, as well as an off-road connected
convey system for military convoys, which will use V2V to alert
a fleet when one car goes offline or crashes.
Moving towards ride-share fleets
July 2016 saw BMW announce a new partnership with Intel and
Mobileye for autonomous car technology. With Intel’s artificial
intelligence (AI) capabilities and Mobileye’s monitoring systems
autonomous technology, BMW aims to bring a fully autonomous
car to market by 2021. It also plans to establish an open platform
for the technology that can be made available to other
companies, helping to align the industry on a standards-based
platform to rapidly bring other autonomous cars to market.
In order to operate safely, autonomous cars require several
inputs, such as detailed 3D maps, V2V and V2X communication

•

Level 3: A driver can allow the car to take control in certain
situations, such as on highways.
Level 4: A driver can allow the car to take control in all but
the most extreme conditions, such as during extreme
weather.
Level 5: A driver can safely allow the car to take control in all
situations.

Once launched, BMW aims to use its autonomous car for
ride-sharing fleets, which could usher in a new era of mobility,
in which car manufacturers earn most of their revenues from
ride sales rather than direct car sales. Other companies including
Apple, Uber, Google and General Motors Company are also
aiming for the same target.
Looking ahead
There’s no doubt that we’ll be seeing autonomous vehicles in
all walks of life in the years to come, with the greatest benefits
expected to be felt by the military and logistics companies.
However, there’s still a long way to go before self-driving vehicles
are safe for everyday use.
July 2016 saw one man die after his Tesla Model S car, in
use in Florida under ‘public beta testing,’ when the
semiautonomous Autopilot feature crashed into a truck,
continued to travel down the road, breaking multiple fences and
felling a utility power pole. Tesla stated that neither the driver,
nor the Autopilot feature, recognised a bright white truck trailer
against a bright sky, thus neither applied the brakes. This was
the first known fatality in a Tesla Model S when Autopilot was in
use. In the short-term, we can expect to see much heavier
development from commercial entities to enable companies and
consumers to take advantage of the benefits of autonomous
vehicles more rapidly. However, once the technology has been
developed to a more advanced state and the development costs
fall, military groups the world over will likely take a greater interest
in V2V and V2X technologies.
GMC
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A snapshot of global shipping displayed in the exactEarth ShipView platform

Advancing maritime intelligence with real
time satellite AIS
Today’s maritime environment hosts a variety of potential threats to national security and the safety and economic
security of global states depends largely upon the secure use of the world’s oceans. The infrastructure and systems
that span the maritime domain have increasingly become both targets of and potential passageways for dangerous and
illicit activities. However, the advent of satellite vessel tracking technology increasingly offers authorities unprecedented
opportunities to correlate information received from other sources, in a more timely and effective manner. With realtime vessel tracking data from exactEarth, customers around the world can expect to make drastic improvements to
their maritime safety, security, and use of marine assets.
Today’s maritime environment hosts a variety of potential
threats to national security and the safety and economic security
of global states depends largely upon the secure use of the
world’s oceans. The infrastructure and systems that span the
maritime domain have increasingly become both targets of and
potential passageways for dangerous and illicit activities.
Moreover, much of what occurs in the maritime domain with
respect to vessel movements, activities, cargoes intentions, or
ownership remains often difficult or time consuming to obtain.
Global Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) is increasingly a key
strategic requirement for naval /defence forces, coast guards
and port authorities who seek actionable intelligence and
proactive security. These authorities have, in recent years, drawn
from a number of data sources to build a fused global maritime
traffic picture. However, the advent of satellite vessel tracking
technology increasingly offers them unprecedented
opportunities to correlate information received from other
sources, in a more timely and effective manner. With real-time
vessel tracking data from exactEarth, customers around the
world can expect to make drastic improvements to their maritime
safety, security, and use of marine assets.
Across the poles and everywhere in between, exactEarth
has their eyes on our oceans. Knowing the who, what and where
of shipping activity is precisely their business. Currently operating
their own constellation of nine low-earth orbiting satellites,
exactEarth is able to detect the transmitting signals from more
than 165,000 active vessels across our oceans. Every ship over
a certain gross tonnage is required to be fitted with an AIS
(Automatic Identification System) transponder that emits

10

messages containing information like the ship’s position, course,
and speed. exactEarth is able to then take those messages,
almost eight million a day, and decode them into actionable data
for its users. Competent maritime authorities around the world
have been loyal to the exactEarth Satellite AIS data service,
exactAIS® since the company launched in 2009.
Space-based surveillance
One big advantage of space-based surveillance is that
improvements to vessel tracking are consistent across the globe
even in the most isolated of waters. Right now, the remote Arctic
region’s ice levels are at all-time lows, allowing for an increasing
amount of ships to transit through these relatively untouched
waters. The ice retreat means Arctic research and exploration
ramps up as nations begin to unearth the resources that lie
beneath this frigid temple.
Just as ships in the Arctic maneuver around the melting ice
caps, off the coast of Australia in the beautiful turquoise waters
of the Great Barrier Reef, massive tanker ships are travelling
dangerously close to this pristine world wonder. In fact, ships
everywhere in the world are dancing around similar
environmentally safe zones known as Marine Protected Areas
(MPAs), carefully travelling out of harm’s way so as not to disturb
the marine life that calls these areas home.
To date, exactEarth has seen their data used by authorities
for building credible MDA in a whole host of operational activities.
In an ever-changing environment where there is a vital need for
the persistent monitoring of human activity to forecast defence
challenges, satellite AIS (S-AIS) has become a very powerful
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tool in the delivery of MDA to a variety of maritime and geointelligence users. The ability to readily know the who, what and
when of any transiting vessel is a critical piece of intelligence to
understand for example if a ship approaching national coastlines
participated in an open-ocean rendezvous days earlier. S-AIS
provides that knowledge for any area of interest and has been
a benefit for maritime operations, whether it’s monitoring
protected areas, guarding territorial borders or combatting illegal
fishing.
Starting with just one satellite, exactEarth is now able to
provide complete global coverage with their current exactView
constellation of nine satellites, but this is only the beginning.
Constellation expansion was the major driving force behind
exactEarth’s announcement of a new partnership with Harris
Corporation, as they will be first to market a real-time (RT)
satellite AIS constellation. The new exactView RT powered by
Harris will leverage the real-time connectivity of 58 hosted
payloads on the Iridium NEXT constellation.
At full deployment, the exactAIS service will be utilizing a
combined constellation of nearly 70 satellites, providing a new
level of S-AIS data service for real-time global ship tracking.
exactView RT will offer customers both data latency and global
revisit times under one minute, allowing them to offer truly
unsurpassed global ship tracking and maritime information
solutions.
“As the recognized satellite AIS industry leader, the Harris
announcement further strengthens our commitment to provide
best-in-class maritime intelligence solutions to our customers
worldwide,” said Peter Mabson, President of exactEarth. “We
are thrilled to be able to offer the shortest revisit times and lowest
latency for developing true maritime domain awareness. This
partnership with Harris will allow us to significantly expand the
range of advanced value-added services and information
solutions that we can bring to the global maritime market.”
New methods of MDA
The global deterioration in maritime security which has captured
so many headlines because of the increased levels of African
piracy, the use of the Caribbean by Latin American drug cartels
or the growing concerns surrounding maritime activity in the
South China Sea have clearly shown that new methods of MDA
are needed if these irregular threats are to be managed
successfully. Likewise, existing strategic and conventional threats
from nations with interests counter to those of the West, such
as in the Arabian Sea/Persian Gulf and the Western Pacific,
also require access to this rich vein of MDA related information.
It is in these areas where S-AIS is already helping to turn the
tide and enable maritime security forces to focus upon organized
criminals, terrorists, and ever-present strategic threats. The
addition of real-time updates creates enhanced watchfloor
security as the maritime domain picture is completed quickly
and accurately allowing authorities to immediately detect
anomalous and suspicious behaviour or pinpoint black-listed
vessels entering into territorial waters.
No area poses a threat to the safety of a vessel quite like
the Arctic which is home to some of the most dangerous weather
conditions for modern shipping. With much of it covered in
varying levels of sea ice, it is prone to poor visibility for vessel
traffic. Traditional coastal-based AIS systems cannot provide
the coverage and surveillance of the region that is required as
more and more traffic enters the notoriously hazardous region.
With close to 70 satellites overhead, exactEarth will offer
constant, overlapping coverage in the Arctic, providing a rich
understanding of Arctic maritime traffic trends and immediate
alerting of vessels entering the perilous regions. Now armed
with real-time data, officials can closely monitor all traffic
ensuring the safest routes are followed and can be immediately
notified when ill-equipped vessels enter into the Arctic region.
Real-time data allows for an analysis that can reveal illegal
activities on the ocean such as violating fishing laws,
contaminating or destroying marine habitat and breaching into
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“As the recognized satellite AIS industry leader,
the Harris announcement further strengthens our
commitment to provide best-in-class maritime
intelligence solutions to our customers worldwide,”
said Peter Mabson, President of exactEarth.
MPAs. Authorities need to be able to monitor vessel activity in
and around these ecologically sensitive areas to help preserve
the marine environment. With real-time data at their fingertips,
authorities can identify vessels with pre-defined courses set to
traverse through MPAs, enabling corrective ship routing
measures to prevent unnecessary breaches. This type of
precautionary approach ensures that not only are MPAs
protected but also the vessels themselves.
With the addition of real-time data, authorities can expect to
have an even bigger leg up in the daily execution of maritime
operational activities. Considering that behavioural modeling can
now be performed in real time, in depth ship analysis is
significantly enhanced as authorities can instantaneously see
any deviation in a vessel’s traffic pattern. Authorities can also
know straightaway when a ship has turned off its AIS, signaling
a boat that may be trying to hide its position. That same
immediacy can be applied to catching illegal fishing in its tracks
or spotting a ship breaching an environmentally sensitive zone.
The real-time data provides authorities with the actionable
information they need to not only identify suspect ship
behaviours but enough time to act on that information.
As an important force-multiplying operational tool, S-AIS from
exactEarth has already made a significant impact to government
agencies that are responsible for maritime security, marine safety
and environmental protection. exactEarth is at the forefront of
advancing maritime intelligence at a time where an
understanding of our oceans for security is at an all-time high.
Maritime Intelligence will be a key strategic necessity and will
require all vested parties to make a meaningful and substantial
investment into technologies that will enable effective & efficient
management of all facets of the Maritime Domain. Real Time
Satellite AIS will be an indispensable asset for all agencies that
need to monitor & develop a greater understanding of our seas
to enhance security, promote sustainability, further trade
relationships & crucially, advance maritime intelligence gathering
capabilities.
GMC

Illustrated representation of the Iridium NEXT
constellation. Photo courtesy Iridium
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Military-grade high power amplifiers
Amplifiers play a vital role in satellite communications systems around the world, and have undergone major technology
developments in recent decades, resulting in faster, more efficient products. As requirements from military and commercial
entities alike have expanded, and demand for enhanced SWaP (size, weight and power) properties has grown, the
leading amplifier manufacturers around the world have forged ahead with new product offerings. Douglas Slaton,
Marketing Communications Manager of CPI Satcom Products, provides an overview of the development of amplifiers
over the years, and outlines the latest products available on the market today.

The US military’s use of terminals for satellite communications
is more widespread than ever before. Whether the need is to
control unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), to strategically
coordinate a vast array of assets or personnel during a mission,
or simply to make it easier for service members to call home or
improve their off-duty enter tainment experience, the
requirements for bandwidth are steadily increasing and show
little sign of leveling off. In addition, militaries around the world
have been working hard to improve the flexibility of their
operations, particularly with regard to available uplink
frequencies. No fighting force wants to face a situation where
sophisticated battlefield software is unusable simply because
satellite bandwidth cannot be found. The capability to uplink in
multiple bands and, more importantly, the development of
millimeter wave architecture, have provided a vital solution to
the US military’s bandwidth needs.
The changing requirements for amplifiers
Over the years, amplifier development has typically been able
to keep up with the requirements the military has imposed, in
terms of output power, frequency and power efficiency. The
traveling wave tube (TWT) was conceived more than 25 years
before Sputnik was launched in October 1957, as the control
and manipulation of radio frequency (RF) waves had been a
topic of interest for radar research since the 1920s. Andrei Haeff,
a native Muscovite who emigrated to the United States in 1928
to study electrical and mechanical engineering at the California
Institute of Technology, first began designing a prototype TWT
in 1931, and was awarded a patent for it five years later. In 1943,
Austrian Rudolph Kompfner utilized some aspects of Haeff’s
work at the University of Birmingham to create a TWT that works
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much more like those used today. Kompfner is often credited
with the invention of the modern TWT.
After the launch of Sputnik, the American military’s effort to
develop satellites understandably became a top priority, and by
1968 they had begun operating the first communications
constellation, the Defense Satellite Communications System
(DSCS). For its larger, heavier terminals, DSCS II/III called for
700W X-band TWTAs, then 900W X-band TWTAs, and finally
2.5kW TWTAs. These requirements were reasonably
straightforward for TWT companies, as well as for HPA
manufacturers, since X-band products are not technologically
much more difficult for manufacturers to develop than the Cband products that were already widely used in the commercial
industry.
By the 1980s, the US military determined that a new satellite
system would have to be developed to handle increasing
bandwidth demands. The Wideband Global Satcom (WGS)
constellation of satellites was therefore planned, utilizing both
X and Ka-band frequencies. At the same time, the military
contracted with various system integrators for multi-band
terminals, including multi-band HPAs, which could operate in
either C-band or X-band, and often in Ku-band as well. This
‘quick fix’ enabled the military to contract for and use commercial
capacity well beyond the capabilities of DSCS while the WGS
system was being developed. These multiband amplifiers were
typically developed under pre-COTS (Commercial off the Shelf)
military procurement programs, which effectively required
manufacturers to set up development and manufacturing
programs that were parallel to the commercial ones they already
had. Nevertheless, since government contracts often required
very large quantities of amplifiers, these costly efforts were
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SuperLinear® and Peak Power TWTAs
SuperLinear TWTAs and Peak Power TWTAs are typically used
in applications where a certain linear power is specified.
SuperLinear TWTAs, which are exclusive to CPI, are highly
power efficient and optimized for operation at linear output power.
Peak power TWTAs are equally linear, but are not optimized for
operating at lower power levels, and thus not as SWaP efficient.

Douglas Slaton, Marketing Communications
Manager of CPI Satcom Products

typically beneficial to the manufacturer in the long run.
In the 1990s, the government begin to switch to COTS
procurement, and by the time serious requirements were
identified in Ka-band, much of the TWTA research and
development (R&D) had already been done in commercial
markets. Only in the solid state field has product development
potentially lagged behind military demand, but that is now
progressing at a rather quick pace.
Another challenge for manufacturers has been answering
the need for mobile, tactical terminals and even miniature
terminals that individual soldiers can carry. For these systems,
the military has demanded more power, with less weight, better
power efficiency, and smaller size. They even have an acronym
for it: SWaP, for size, weight and power. While accommodating
these often contradictory requirements can be a difficult
assignment, industry manufacturers have answered the
challenge with many product offerings, including the increased
use of the latest solid state technology.
Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers
For medium and high power requirements, TWTAs are still the
industry standard with regard to power efficiency and practical
size. This is particularly true for the most common bands utilized
by the military: X, Ku and Ka. In addition, the US Air Force has
requirements for airborne TWTAs with liquid cooling, and
manufacturers like CPI have made these products available. At
least two of the leading TWTA manufacturers, including CPI,
offer most of these products and have considerable experience
dealing with military prime contractors.

CPI 700 W Ka-band Outdoor TWTA
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CPI 250 W Ka-band SuperLinear® TWTA

GaN-based solid state BUCs
CPI also manufacturers GaN-based BUCs, which represent the
latest solid state technology, and utilize Gallium Nitride FETs
instead of the traditional Gallium Arsenide FETs. Historically,
the frequency and bandwidth of SSPAs were dictated by the
manufacturers of FETs, but in recent times, SSPA manufacturers
have found manufacturers capable of producing FETs in just
about all of the frequencies which interest the military. GaN BUCs
are more efficient than GaAs BUCs, allowing for smaller
footprints, lighter weight and higher practical power levels than
the older technology.

CPI 160 W Ka-band GaN BUC
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MIL Standards explained
Compliance standards for the militar y have been
established by the US Department of Defense’s Defense
Information Services Agency (DISA) for all satellite
infrastructure, including high power amplifiers (HPAs).
These standards were first established in the early 1970s
and have been updated over time. The standards cover
many aspects of each product, including signal linearity
and noise performance; mechanical and environmental
requirements such as shock, vibration, and resistance to
salt air; and guidelines for qualification testing. The current
version of DISA standards are called MIL-STD-188/164B.
New terminals that are intended for use with WGS
satellites must also undergo a procedure commonly known
as ARSTRAT testing. Individual components of terminals,
such as HPAs and antennas, are not individually certified only the entire terminals are. Thus, an HPA can be said to
be approved for use in a particular ARSTRAT certified
terminal, but it cannot be said to be ARSTRAT certified.

GaN-based transceivers
The advent of GaN has resulted in some interesting lightweight
products for individual use. Pictured below is a CPI 16 W Xband transceiver weighing only 4.1kg.

CPI 16 W X-band RF Transceiver

Production begins on US
Army’s newest thermal
weapon sights
The US Army has awarded BAE Systems a $13.5 million
order to begin producing the new Family of Weapon SightsIndividual (FWS-I) thermal weapon sight for soldiers. Under
the low rate initial production award, the company will deliver
more than 100 weapon sight systems as part of a previously
announced five-year contract for the Army’s Enhanced Night
Vision Goggle III and Family of Weapon Sight-Individual
(ENVG III/FWS-I) program.
“These advanced weapon sights will allow soldiers to
conduct surveillance and acquire targets in any light or
weather conditions, increasing mission safety and
effectiveness,” said Marc Casseres, Director of Imaging and
Aiming Solutions at BAE Systems. “This production order
means that soldiers are one step closer to receiving this
mission-critical technology for use in-theater.”
The BAE Systems-developed FWS-I solution integrates
the company’s first-to-market 12-mircon technology, which
helps make its offering smaller and lighter while providing
superior image quality. The uncooled infrared thermal
weapon sight allows soldiers to clearly view targets at more
than 1,000 meters away. The clip-on sight can be mounted
on an M4 carbine, M16A4 rifle, M249 Squad Automatic
Weapon, M136 AT4 rifle, or M141 Bunker Defeat. It can also
seamlessly connect with the ENVG III for increased
survivability and lethality.
When combined with the ENVG III system, BAE Systems’
FWS-I and Rapid Target Acquisition (RTA) Module solution
can greatly reduce target engagement time. The innovative
RTA solution uses a wireless connection to integrate the
weapon sight view directly into the soldier’s goggle so targets
can be quickly located and engaged from any carry position,
without needing to raise the weapon to the eye. This allows
soldiers to accurately engage targets while still maintaining
full cover.
The new production order comes on the heels of the
Army’s declaration that the system is ready for Low Rate
Initial Production (LRIP). The decision, known as “Milestone
C,” was approved following the successful conclusion of a
series of rigorous contractor- and government-led field
GMC
testing events.

Tri-Band TWTAs
A number of manufacturers, including CPI, carry tri-band TWTAs
in their catalogs. These amplifiers are typically able to produce
signals in C-band, X-band and Ku-band.
GMC

CPI 175 W Tri-band TWTA
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Business communications
solutions
Onlime is the company that was formed in the 2014 merger of the CET
Teleport in Germany, which provides access to more than 200
geostationary satellites, and communications provider Limeline Group.
Today, Onlime provides connectivity services to government, military,
enterprise, NGOs, and the oil and gas sectors, to name a few, using a
combination of satellite, fibre, and wireless solutions. Amy Saunders talked
to Paul Ziegler, CEO of Onlime, about the company’s evolution of its military
and government solutions, and the developing market trends.

Paul Ziegler, CEO of Onlime

Onlime brings together the solid technical
expertise of CET Teleport in Germany with
the extensive developing world experience
of the Limeline Group to lead the way in
high quality, secure and reliable business
communications for enterprise customers
across the globe.
The Teleport, which started operations
in 1987, sits in the most northerly eastwest valley in Germany with the widest
possible arc of visibility providing access
to over 200 geostationary satellites. It's
extensive coverage across Europe, Africa,
the Middle East, Central Asia through the
Caribbean and South America, as well as
dedicated access to a growing network of
international fibre cables, means you are
almost certainly within our coverage area.
The Teleport is the technical hub of the
Onlime Group and is a fully manned
disaster recovery facility with a help desk
running 24/7.
The Onlime Group now has a
dedicated team of professionals based in
offices in Germany, the United Kingdom,
India, Sierra Leone, Angola, DR Congo,
South Africa and U.A.E and we are
confident we will deliver our customers the
peace of mind of knowing wherever they
may be doing business, whatever time of
day or night a rapid response is
guaranteed.
Onlime provides premium quality
connectivity to enterprise, government,
military, oil & gas, mining, banking, NGO
and many other customer groups across
the globe.

GMC: Can you provide an overview of Onlime’s business development, from
its founding to where it stands today?
Paul Ziegler: Onlime, formerly known as CET Teleport, was established in 2008,
following the acquisition of a former Deutsche Telekom teleport in Germany, in
Aerzen, which is 45km south west of Hanover. At this point, the core business
was offering teleport and uplinking services.
I joined the business in late 2013 and quickly realized that change was needed
in order to secure the future of the teleport and to survive in the changing satellite
environment.
We embarked on a mission to transform the business into a ‘Business
Communications Solutions’ provider with a focus on Africa and the Middle East,
and not just being a teleport. A critical pillar of the transformation was to be able
to offer turnkey hybrid communications solutions using satellite, fibre and wireless.
As part of this process, we went through a major re-brand exercise to our
current brand Onlime, which was launched in March 2014, in record time, four
months from concept to launch.
As part of transforming the business and going through the re-branding, we
also looked at strengthening the company itself. Today, the Onlime Group has
offices in the UK, Germany, Italy, the UAE and the DRC, and is in the process of
integrating businesses in Sierra Leone and Gibraltar. We now have sales and
operations presence in 12 countries across the globe, and are working with 40
partners in 27 countries across Africa and the Middle East.
GMC: Onlime provides services to many sectors. Which are the most
significant, and which have changed the most with time?
Paul Ziegler: Onlime currently offers ‘Business Communications Solutions’ to
various enterprise sectors that range from agriculture, banking, construction,
hospitality, mining, oil and gas, NGOs, governments, satellite and teleport
operators and many more.
I would say that the most significant for us and part of our core focus is
mining, oil and gas, government, NGOs and hospitality.

GMC
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We are seeing change across all industry sectors, as
solutions are becoming more comprehensive and complex,
going beyond just communications and Internet access.
Therefore, end customers are looking for solutions from a onestop-shop provider, such as Onlime.
GMC: What solutions does Onlime offer to its military and
government customers? How have their requirements
changed over the years?
Paul Ziegler: Communications are one of the most important
segments of any business, but for military they are crucial and
must work when the heat is on. These days, being connected
does not only matter when you are in a combat situation, but
also in the barracks or camps, as social media and staying in
touch with friends and family are essential for troop welfare.
We have supported government operations since the teleport
was commissioned in 1987 by Deutsche Telekom, and continue
to do so today. Our customers have been small mobile teams in
challenging territories and larger camps in what are now more
stable locations. The Onlime team has a number of ex-military
staff with field experience and understands the environment.
Our main teleport facility is a hardened building built to military
specifications with shelter and bullet proof windows, covered
by CCTV and controlled access control, fully redundant power
and AC systems, and advanced firewalls.
Onlime offers hybrid ‘Business Communications Solutions’
that range from a single remote location requiring Internet access
to complex networks where up to twenty sites are interconnected
with each other and all have direct Internet access. Solutions

Photo courtesy of Onlime

are delivered using satellite, fibre and wireless, and also rounded
up by the integration of voice service and other VAS.
As previously mentioned, communication requirements are
still the same, but the complexity of the solutions has changed
to now be more inclusive of other services.
GMC: What are the biggest challenges faced by militaries
and governments seeking to expand their communications
capabilities today?
Paul Ziegler: Some of the major challenges faced by these
organizations today are to meet and support their internal
demands for more integrated solutions, plus larger capacities,
lower latencies, and within an affordable budget. Then, there is
an increased requirement for secure communications, with
higher levels of encryption required. This then brings us to a
need to obtain the necessary funding and financial resources
to support the projects.
GMC: Where does Onlime see itself in the military and
government markets, and how does it differentiate itself
from its competitors?
Paul Ziegler: We see ourselves as a major contributor to these
markets, as to the many others that we are currently delivering
‘Business Communication Solutions’ to today.
Key differentiators include flexibility in the solutions that we
offer, not just off-the-shelf. We have a very consultative approach,
understanding their challenges with their communications
infrastructure, then propose and deliver a high-quality and costeffective solution that resolves their issue.
Furthermore, we are a small and agile organization that
responds rapidly to the needs of our customers, for network
changes, upgrades, downgrades and ability to deliver hybrid
networks across a wide range of media (satellite, fibre and
wireless) where applicable.
Our ‘local’ presence in the respective markets has also been
greatly acknowledged by our customers in all the market sectors.

Photo courtesy of Onlime
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GMC: In which world regions does Onlime serve the highest
number of military and government customers, and where
are the biggest opportunities for growth going forward?
Paul Ziegler: I can only really comment from the perspective of
our focus markets/regions, which are Africa and the Middle East.
The highest penetration of said market segment lies in West
and Central Africa, with smaller number out towards the East
and South.
I believe that we will continue to see growth across the served
regions, but with strong concentration on the more ‘challenging’
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parts of Africa and in those countries where particular
governments are looking at introducing eGov and border control
solutions, which are dependent on reliable communications.
We have an extensive coverage of the EMEA region and
services can be deployed quickly in case of an urgent
requirement. Most of the military, government and NGO services
are needed on a short notice.
When there is a crisis situation, military deployment needs
to be immediate. NGOs are there to help ease the impact on
the civilians. All these segments have different requirements,
but ultimately, they need a secure, reliable service with a
capability of fast deployment.
GMC: What challenges does Onlime face in the military and
government markets, and how will the company tackle
them?
Paul Ziegler: Complexity of the requirements is growing, moving
away from just providing connectivity towards more turnkey
solutions and integration with systems and applications, which
requires increased levels of expertise/know-how from our side
as a service provider. Communications, military in particular,
are constantly evolving, and companies must keep up with the
new developments through training of current staff and
occasionally even engagement of external consultants if the
requirement is a new experience.
Higher level of support is also being expected, and this is
being addressed through our ‘local’ expansion in countries where
we have a presence.

GMC: Can you provide an overview of any major deals in
the military or government sectors that Onlime has recently
been involved with?
Paul Ziegler: I’m not at liberty to share full details, but can say
that we have concluded a number of deals in West, Central and
East Africa that range from a single site project to multiple site
projects, which take advantage of our hybrid technology using
satellite, fibre and wireless, plus the integration of voice services.
Organizations include those that invest in childhood, offer
humanitarian protection and assistance for victims of war and
other situations of violence, disease control and prevention, to
identify a few.

GMC: How big a part does fibre and hybrid solutions play
in Onlime’s services for military and government? How is
this expected to change in the future?
Paul Ziegler: Fibre and hybrid solutions are now becoming more
critical in the territories where it is available. I expect to see
continued growth in this area, as requirements for larger
bandwidth, lower latency and increased levels of redundancy
are becoming a standard.

GMC: What’s on the horizon for Onlime in 2017 and beyond?
Paul Ziegler: Our major plan is to go ‘local.’ We are exploring
opportunities to expand our local footprint across Africa, in
particular in West and Central Africa.
We will concentrate on being closer to our customers, and
we will continue to invest in our satellite and network
infrastructure in order to support the continued growth of the
GMC
business in 2017 and beyond.
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Meeting military network requirements
Effective military networks have become increasingly important in the battlefield in recent years, as today, timely
communications are literally the difference between life and death. In some cases, the use of Wideband Global Satcom
capacity is not the best solution, which is where engagements with commercial entities come in to play. Philip Harlow,
President and COO of XTAR, explains how the military network requirements have changed in recent years in the face
of increasingly hostile threats, and what this means for commercial satcom entities.

The US military has changed in many ways in the last few
years. This includes troop withdrawals from two wars in the
Middle East, at the same time as realizing the need to develop
a strategy to counter increasingly aggressive adversaries who
have created a highly contested global security environment.
With all of these changes, the Department of Defense (DoD)
has started to turn its focus to incorporating more innovative
technologies and methods to successfully defeat threats in every
type of environment everywhere around the world. To execute
and achieve such mission success, commercial providers have
come to support these new DoD concerns with greater flexibility,
efficiency and innovation. Commercial satellite providers,
including XTAR, have dedicated themselves to filling this role
as they understand that communications stand at the core of
mission success in today’s rapidly changing security landscape.
Engaging more actively with industry
To understand this military shift toward increased innovation,
one element of the DoD can demonstrate how these changes
impact the warfighter and the need for new ways to defend
national security interests around the world. This element is
the Special Operations Forces (SOF), which operates across
every service: Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and which report
under US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM). They
have grown in number, have deployments on every continent
and fulfill the missions that other parts of the military can no
longer achieve based on the continuing budget constraints. As
such, they have become a critical user of satellite
communications.
USSOCOM has evolved in recent years, not just in number
and reach, but also responsibility. Recently, USSOCOM has
totaled about 70,000, with deployments in a record number of
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locations - 135 nations. Just as attacks on US interests around
the world have become more sophisticated, SOF has responded
with more innovative and effective technology. And, USSOCOM
does not need to rely on the individual service’s budgets to
rapidly develop and buy mission-specific equipment, supplies
or services. According to the head of USSOCOM acquisitions
back in January 2016, “Special Operations Forces cannot be
mass produced. Innovation and iteration will feed mission
success faster.” This intense focus has strengthened their
growing relationship with commercial providers, including
nascent technology companies, that all know how to achieve
more using fewer resources - getting more bang for every buck
spent!
When specifically looking at communications and the
supporting networks, USSOCOM has its own perspective and
goals. Communications needs are met using a variety of means
so all of SOF’s operations are based on resilient communications
methods. These range from host-nation communications to
expeditionary satcom using military and commercial leased
space assets. Both milsatcom and comsatcom together support
survivability and redundancy for all tactical, operational, and
strategic missions globally. In virtually all scenarios, USSOCOM
forces have unique requirements. These include portable,
reliable, and easy to operate secure communications that can
be employed at a moment’s notice for quick reaction missions,
often in austere environments covering disparate geographical
regions. SOCOM needs to get secure, relevant, and timely data
to users faster without taking fiscal resources from other
functional areas of missions.
In the current resource-constrained environment,
USSOCOM leaders have engaged more actively with industry
to help meet these needs by simplifying and making technologies
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more efficient. This is one of the largest challenges across
SOCOM, both related to the cost in personnel and capacity, as
well as time to deliver capability to the users.
Securing alternative satellite capacity
To respond to these challenging network demands, commercial
satellite providers have developed many strategies.
XTAR, the only US provider of commercially available and
advanced X-band services, has met with many users who need
the most flexible and effective satcom solution. Frequently, they
are looking for an alternative to Wideband Global Satcom (WGS)
and the bureaucratic and cumbersome nature of gaining access
to this government owned and operated satellite network.
In one instance, a user first attempted to secure WGS service
for a training mission, but learned they were not given enough
priority to access the needed milsatcom. They then looked at
leasing commercial Ku-band, a frequent alternative, but not
automatically the best or most effective one. The user also
looked at XTAR and found X-band was the most efficient in
supporting their sub-1m antenna – it required less bandwidth
on X-band than Ku-band, and was less susceptible to
atmospheric attenuation.
Commercially available X-band operates in the same
frequencies reserved for government and military users
exclusively for these kinds of missions. (Thus, this user also

avoided the ‘CNN-effect,’ bidding higher prices for capacity or
getting bumped by commercial entities also operating in
commercial spectrum of Ku-band). Priced competitively, XTAR’s
X-band was fast, and easy to confirm and deploy. When users
focus on working within tight fiscal constraints, even SOF with
its unique authorities and timely missions, obtaining favorable
and flexible commercial terms can mean quicker and more
efficient service provision. Once you have leased this flexible,
high-throughput X-band capability from XTAR, it’s yours, and
you can’t be bumped off, unlike on WGS.
Providing a better user experience
In today’s contested environment where missions heavily
depend on Intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR),
and situational awareness for accurate decision-making, the
warfighter wants to deploy a communications network quickly,
not after several days.
Postponement of a mission in search of satcom is not only
inefficient and financially wasteful; it can mean greater risks and
a compromised outcome. Special Operations Forces are at the
leading edge of pursuits with commercial providers to deploy
the latest, best available technology, including XTAR’s X-band
service. And the outcome is a much better user experience that
enables the users to move ahead with their mission, fully
confident in their resources.
GMC
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Advocating for path
diversity
Hughes Government Solutions, a Hughes division, offers services to
federal, state and local government sectors. The company provides
connectivity to critical remote locations, helps to prepare for disaster events
and emergencies, and hones solutions to provide essential government
services. With verticals in law enforcement, park services, telehealth and
education, Hughes Government Solutions plays a vital role in the smooth
operation of the US as a whole. Amy Saunders met with Tony Bardo,
Assistant Vice President at Hughes Government Solutions, to discuss
the development of government services, and examine the ever-present
need for path diversity.

Tony Bardo, Assistant Vice
President at Hughes Government
Solutions

Whether your agency oversees the
nation’s food supply, protects our borders,
delivers distance education in rural areas,
or makes the world a safer place, Hughes
delivers cutting-edge broadband
solutions with the power to transform your
agency’s operations.
HughesON™ is a cost-effective,
comprehensive suite of managed network
solutions designed to meet the unique
needs of the distributed agency and to
deliver secure, reliable, high-speed
broadband connectivity to all of its sites,
wherever they are located. From highcapacity access to high-availability
networks, from digital signage to
employee communications and training,
from managed security to managed WiFi,
HughesON enables you to costeffectively serve your constituents,
engage your employees, and streamline
your operations.

GMC: How did Hughes develop over the years to become a world-leading
communications services provider?
Tony Bardo: Hughes has an extensive history in the USA, and indeed, throughout
the world.
Walmart was probably one of Hughes’ very first customers. The interesting
thing about Walmart in the 1980s is that they weren’t located in urban centres,
so terrestrial facilities of any real capacity weren’t really prevalent. Hughes
personnel met with Sam Walton, the founder of Walmart, who requested that
Hughes develop a solution for high-speed communications to his locations around
the country. Hughes developed that solution, which included a state-of-the-art
50kbps network that enabled video calling.
Hughes evolved that first solution to be able to provide more services to the
retail and oil and gas industries, and it became clear that the solution was ideal
for highly-distributed organisations. To this day, there’s a 70 percent chance that
if you’ve used a credit or debit card for a transaction in the USA, it went through
the Hughes network.
Hughes continued to develop over the years, adding a consumer offering to
areas without high-speed terrestrial connectivity. Today, in the USA, there are
some 12-13 million households that don’t have terrestrial Internet capabilities.
Hughes provides access to around one million consumer customers there, so
there’s still a lot of opportunity for growth in that area.
We launched our first high throughput satellite (HTS), EchoStar XVII, a couple
of years ago, offering download speeds of 15Mbps, which was practically unheard
of not that long ago in the satellite world. With it, we provide service plans that
are growing by leaps and bounds. It’s been a great investment for us. In November
2017, we’re going to launch our second HTS, which is 1.5 times bigger at 150Gb
capacity than EchoStar XVII. It’s going to cover the entire country, unlike the

And Hughes advanced satellite solutions
can be used as a primary broadband
network or as a backup to complement
landline networks—or both. By offering
true alternate communications paths,
Hughes helps Federal agencies meet
their missions and maintain continuity of
operations (COOP) even in the event of
a disaster.
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current HTS, which covers the Eastern half of the USA and the
West coast. In addition, speeds will be higher.
GMC: What services does Hughes Government Solutions
advocate for?
Tony Bardo: The Hughes Government Solutions group covers
federal, state and local governments. We’ve been trying to adapt
and market Hughes’ standard products and services for those
customers.
The federal government, particularly in the aftermath of 9/
11, continues to rely too heavily on terrestrial communications.
There’s a big General Services Administration (GSA) indefinite
delivery/indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contract that’s existed for about
ten years with several companies that provide terrestrial
communications capabilities. Typically, the government has
awarded multiple contracts for the same service to provide
themselves with redundancy, however, if both of those supplier
companies are situated right next to each other, that’s not
redundancy at all, and it becomes a point of vulnerability.
What we’re advocating is path diversity, not vendor diversity.
While satellite may not provide the same capacity as high
speed terrestrial circuits, it’s better to have some connectivity
than none in the case of disaster. The commercial industry has
been doing this for years; even when Walmart got its terrestrial
capabilities, it maintained its satellite service as well. After
Hurricane Katrina, for example, many companies in the South
East had to close their stores as their terrestrial communications
were down, leaving them unable to sell essential products like
food and water. Walmart, on the other hand, was able to continue
to serve customers by relying on its satellite capabilities.
Meanwhile, the government, which was relying on terrestrial
connectivity, pretty much shut down for that period of time. There
are of course some government agencies that understand the
importance of path diversity and employ both terrestrial and
satellite capabilities, but not enough of them. I dare say that
should we have another Hurricane Katrina today; it could happen
again.
In 2007 we launched the SPACEWAY-3 satellite, which is
unlike any other that is commercially available, because the
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“While satellite may not provide the same
capacity as high speed terrestrial circuits,
it’s better to have some connectivity than
none in the case of disaster. The
commercial industry has been doing this
for years; even when Walmart got its
terrestrial capabilities, it maintained its
satellite service as well.”

router is on board the satellite rather than on Earth, enabling
point-to-point communications. Most satellites are basically
dumb mirrors, but SPACEWAY-3 is essentially intelligent, and
almost acts as a central office, but one that is based 22,000
miles away from Earth. We’re starting to use SPACEWAY-3 as a
secondary communications mode for the next-generation 911
market. In the case of 911 phone calls, if the terrestrial
connection is severed, the call can be routed via SPACEWAY-3
to another public safety answering position (PSAP). It’s an
excellent back-up for 911. The states and cities around the
country are building these systems, and our advocacy is to get
them to consider satellite as a back-up. Most of them are going
for terrestrial, but the reaction has been great. None of these
communities want to be in the newspapers because their system
was down and they didn’t have a re-route capability.
What we have coming up next is FirstNet, a public safety
broadband network. We’ve been heavy advocates for the
resiliency and the ubiquity of satellite for use in such a network.
Whether it’s poor reach to rural areas or interruptions due to
bad weather, it all plays pretty well in favour of satellite.
SPACEWAY-3 provides a more bullet-proof, resilient, first
responder network.
In the education area, there exists a very real digital divide
among schools in the USA. We’re looking at using the new HTS
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high-speed Internet service for rural K-12 schools. We think that
we can help small schools that are still operating on dial-up by
providing high speed Internet at affordable rates. In contrast
with our consumer market offering, where we provide higher
data allowances in the evening when consumers are typically
in the home, for the K-12 offering, we needed to put together
higher data plans for the periods that the students are in school.
That’s just one example of taking a consumer offering, modifying
the data allocation and pricing, and then marketing it to rural
school districts.
GMC: Where does Hughes Government Solutions see itself
in the market?
Tony Bardo: I like to think that we’re serving the greater good.
We’re helping commercial companies make money, it’s true, but
we’re also providing critical communications capabilities for
government sectors across the US, helping the country run
smoothly.

Hughes had done some early work in the government market
space, and in the mid-to-late 1990s, had stated that they would
sell to the government through value added resellers. The
government buys space sector raw capacity for its own projects,
often through Intelsat and SES. However, we don’t deal in
wholesale bandwidth sales, we focus on services and networks.
It’s a whole different market.
Our biggest market competitor is history: The history of not
using or not considering satellite broadband as a mainstream
useful product. Before we can sell our service, we have to sell
the concept, including the benefits of using satellite in addition
to terrestrial technology. It’s all about selling path diversity,
emergency communications, remote training and remote
surveillance capabilities. The need for remote surveillance, in
particular, has drastically increased in recent years. We’re
introducing a different way of communicating between point A
and point B, and progress is still developing.
There’s an unquenchable thirst for more bandwidth almost
everywhere, and often, it’s not being met. Some people believe
that satellite is an ineffective back-up solution, and that there’s
not enough capacity to use it to meet every day needs, but I
disagree. Now that we can offer 20-25Mbps via satellite, when
terrestrial connectivity goes down, there’s enough bandwidth
to continue normal operations. We’re hoping to make satellites
more accepted as a viable solution.
State governments and schools are going to use satellite
more in the coming years, even where they’re served terrestrially.
It’s so convenient, because a building can use a single router to
connect to both the terrestrial network and to the satellite
antenna. A couple of years ago in Florida, during the middle of
state-wide testing, the network went down. That was awful for
school and university schedules, as they had to re-take the tests
at the end of the year when summer vacation was due to start.
If they’d had satellite as a back-up, they wouldn’t have had to
wait for the network to be fixed.
The new high throughput satellites (HTS) are going to change
everything. For our K-12 school clients, in some regions we can
currently offer 15MBps, but if we put another antenna next to
the first, we can offer them 30Mbps. With the new HTS, that
high speed Internet coverage is going to be national, instead of
being limited to certain regions.
GMC: Where has the uptake of satellite as a form of path
diversity been the greatest?
Tony Bardo: The Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FIMA) really understands the need and the use-cases for
satellite, and of course, NASA gets it too. Homeland security
uses it for distance learning. Most agencies have a bureau that
uses satellite for ‘boutique’ requirements. The Department of
Agriculture and the Department of Park Services, which operate
in some really remote locations, are two of those. Sometimes,
we’re the only thing they’ve got. What we’re trying to do now is
to enter the more mainstream sections of these agencies.

Photo courtesy of Hughes Government Solutions
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GMC: What’s on the horizon for Hughes Government
Solutions in the near future?
Tony Bardo: What’s interesting is that the GSA has now
launched two tandem contract vehicles for two of the three major
technologies; satellite and terrestrial, at the same time. This is
the first time that it’s converged this way. The terrestrial vehicle
will last 15 years and the satellite one will last ten years. There’s
a dazzling array of new capabilities from both industries, and by
arranging these new contracts at the same times, government
agencies are going to have access to a whole new host of
network services. When you agree a ten-year contract, it can
get a little old in terms of technology, so with these new longterm contracts, the government will have better refreshment
periods where new vendors can come in; it’s a healthier
environment for everyone. The GSA is doing a great job in
introducing a flexible long-term contract vehicle in these two
GMC
technology paths.
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technical operations staff, those very people dealing with
interference cases on a day-to-day basis. By bringing them
together to discuss cases, challenges, and possible resolutions,
the group is also able to give us those important introductions
to others in different organisations. This of course makes dealing
with those interference cases all the more simple when you
have a direct line to your counterparts at those other operators.
And in many cases, it is simply a case of one operator talking to
another and the two of them working together to resolve
interference. We have heard about many case studies during
the IRG workshops, for example, where the first action was Patty
(my former colleague here at Intelsat) picking up the phone to
Russ (SES), or vice versa.

John Lee, Principal RF Engineer of Intelsat

A case of radar
interference
Interference is a major concern for much of the satellite
industry, particularly for users who rely on it for missioncritical communications and data needs. As such, the
Satellite Interference Reduction Group (IRG) goes to great
lengths to bring together those throughout the service chain
to prevent and act upon interference in all guises. It’s
certainly true that not all cases are simple. John Lee,
Principal RF Engineer of Intelsat, outlines one particularly
challenging case of RADAR interference, and the path
taken to resolve it.
Resolving satellite interference often requires cooperation
between satellite operators. This is one reason why the Satellite
Interference Reduction Group (IRG) has an important role to
play forging those relationships between the operators. This is
also why it is especially key that its workshops comprise the

The problem: RADAR interference
In some cases, however, solving interference can be much more
complicated, and can involve a great deal more players. This is
one of those cases, where a total of four different satellite
operators were involved in resolving a case of RADAR
interference. The interference was originally spotted and reported
by one of our affected customers. When looking into the
interference, it was apparent that it affected multiple satellites.
Therefore, we contacted the other affected operators to alert
them to the interference and to instigate coordination to resolve
it.
This particular interference event took a considerably long
time to identify and remove - around a year and a half. This was
heavily influenced by the fact that it was not being intentionally
uplinked to any of the affected satellites, so none of the known
uplinks was responsible for this interference. This meant that a
lot more investigation was needed in order to eventually pinpoint
exactly what was causing the interference.
Working towards a solution
Early on in the RFI event, transponder reconfigurations were
made to try and harden customer carriers from the effects of
the RFI. This helped to limit the effects for customers on all
affected satellites, helping to keep them operational, while we
worked together with the operators to find the source and
eventually resolve it.
Working together to take observations and measurements
with spectrum analyzers of the affected spectrum, the team was
able to determine that the RFI had a RADAR signature. Further

Photo courtesy of Intelsat
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analysis revealed this to be a rotating, Doppler type RADAR.
This meant that we knew we had to target efforts beyond satellite
uplinks.
We subsequently joined forces to conduct geolocation to
identify the region of uplink. In doing so, we were able to establish
that the source was in the middle of the ocean. The results varied
over time, so together with the location information, and the
nature of the interference event, we were able to determine that
the source was on board a moving military vessel.
Having established that the interference was not from a
known uplink source and was on a moving military vessel in the
middle of the ocean, we then got in contact with the military
presence in the region for assistance with pinpointing the precise
source.
With that help, the team was able to get in contact with two
military frigates. Upon further investigation, it emerged that the
Sea Giraffe 150 HC RADAR on these vessels was the source
of the RFI.

Bolstering the US Navy’s
ability to share critical ISR
data
BAE Systems has been awarded a contract worth up to $84.7
million to provide the US Navy with the ability to
simultaneously transmit and receive real-time intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) data from multiple
sources and exchange command and control information
across disparate networks. Known as the Network Tactical
Common Data Link (NTCDL) System, this new technology
will allow the Navy to share large quantities of critical ISR
data across platforms and networks.
NTCDL enhances the Navy’s situational awareness and
tactical battlefield advantage through a real-time exchange
of voice, data, imagery, and full-motion video from a variety
of sources: air, surface, subsurface, and man-portable. With
NTCDL, warfighters will be able to support multiple,
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With that knowledge, the vessels were able to prevent the
interference caused by those RADARs and the RFI event was
eventually resolved for all the affected operators and customers.
With the specific equipment identified, the results were then
shared with those affected. This was particularly key for ensuring
that any future RADAR induced interferences can be identified
and resolved much more quickly.
Cooperation is key
It is absolutely clear that this interference incident could not
have been resolved without a major amount of cooperation on
all fronts. We work hard to establish good relationships with
other operators across the globe to make coordination like this
possible. The other key element to this was technology, using
the latest tools to locate and resolve interference. As the tools
continue to get better, the time to resolution will naturally
decrease, which will ultimately benefit everyone right through
GMC
the chain.

simultaneous networked operations using currently fielded
Common Data Link (CDL) equipment, as well as nextgeneration manned and unmanned platforms. Initial systems
will be installed on Navy aircraft carriers and large deck
amphibious ships.
“Our technology enables greater and faster delivery of
tactical communications and information-sharing to help the
Navy maintain its maritime advantage,” said Brian Walters,
Vice President and General Manager of Electronic Combat
Solutions at BAE Systems. “We’re providing a technology that
will create a pathway to more advanced capabilities.”
NTCDL is a modular, scalable system designed to
increase link capacity and embrace waveform evolution. The
technology uses an open systems architecture with nonproprietary interfaces, and is reprogrammable so that it can
adapt to new and evolving mission needs.
As the program’s prime contractor, BAE Systems will work
with partner Ball Aerospace to advance the two companies’
joint Multi Link CDL Systems development efforts. The work
will be performed primarily at BAE Systems’ facilities in Wayne,
New Jersey and Greenlawn, New York.
GMC
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Lasers: The shift from science fiction to
science fact
All films that depict warfare in the future seem to incorporate laser as a major weapon of choice. Today, you can barely
enter a cinema without seeing flashes of red, blue or green taking out enemy targets against seemingly-impossible
odds. However, this long-time staple of science fiction writing is becoming science fact more with each passing day. As
the science that makes laser weapons more efficient, more cost-effective and more mobile develops, lasers are becoming
an essential piece of weaponry for defence forces the world over.
The first laser was demonstrated in 1960, but the idea of
using laser as a weapon is much older. Who among us hasn’t
seen more than our fair share of lasers destroying enemy forces
in futuristic action films? Thanks to science fiction writers, the
weaponisation of lasers by military forces the world over is
already a familiar concept to the general public.
Today, military laser programmes are focused on creating
weaponry that can be used to disable or destroy enemy targets
like vehicles, communications systems, equipment, power
supplies, strongholds, etc. Under the US Defence Department
policy and the United Nation’s (UN) Convention on Certain
Conventional Weapons (CCW), the use of laser weapons on
humans is currently banned.
Even for non-human targets, the concept of a reusable
weapon, which focuses a large amount of energy into a tiny
point, has received a massive amount of attention from
governments around the world. The advantages of laser
weapons over traditional artillery include:

•
•
•

•

While today we are on the verge of witnessing lasers
becoming a viable weapon for military users around the world,
this development has been a long time coming. Billions of US
Dollars have been spent in the decades since 1960, with massive
investment fluctuations caused by rising and falling confidence,
and unrealistic expectations. US Government investment peaked
at around US$2.4 billion in 1989 during the height of the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI), also known as Star Wars, but fell shortly
after when the realisation that MegaWatt-sized lasers, capable
of massive destruction, were unfeasible. Indeed, for some
investing bodies, the limitations of laser weapons proved
unattractive:

•
•

Cost: A traditional single-use missile may cost anywhere
from thousands to millions of dollars, while lasers can be
fired for as little as US$0.59/use, and are fully reusable.
Accuracy: Laser weapons are highly accurate, and are
expected to drastically reduce civilian deaths and collateral
damage compared with conventional weapons.
Speed: Travelling much faster than traditional weaponry,
laser beams provide an extremely rapid form of defence or attack.

28

Stealth: Lasers can wreak considerable damage on enemy
targets with no sound or other warning from miles away.

•
•
•

Line of sight: Line of sight must be maintained between
laser and target.
Atmospheric conditions: Fog, smoke, clouds, natural
turbulence and other atmospheric events alter the way the
laser travels, reducing its effectiveness.
Maintenance: A reusable weapon must be regularly
maintained.
Cooling: Lasers generate vast quantities of waste heat,
which can damage the system if it is not dispersed rapidly
enough.
Size, weight and Power (SWaP): Lasers require massive
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•

amounts of power, which can make them large and unwieldly,
limiting their mobility.
Counter-weapons: As research into laser weaponry
becomes more advanced, so too do counter-measures that
can reduce or nullify their effects.

Although early research investigated potential applications
for chemical lasers, where very high-powered laser beams are
generated from gas or liquid sources, in 1999 the Pentagon
deemed them impractical and unsafe for weaponisation. As
such, research has since been limited to solid state and fibre
lasers. Governments and commercial companies alike have
expressed confidence that many of the limitations outlined above
will be overcome with time, and that ultimately, they will gain
unparalleled new capabilities. “What it really boils down to is a
silent weapon that nobody sees or hears,” said Lt. Gen. Bradley
Heithold, Commander of Air Force Special Operations
Command (AFSOC).
The USA: Leading the charge on laser weaponry
The USA is leading the charge when it comes to developing
and testing laser weapons among its defence groups. In 2008,
it became the first global military group to test a laser weapon
in the battlefield.
The US Army
Developed by SPARTA, Inc and NAVEODTECHDIV (Naval
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technology Division), Zeus, also
known as HLONS (HMMWV Laser Ordnance Neutralisation
System), was designed for the US Army to demonstrate solid
state laser capabilities. Mounted on a Humvee (HMMWV), Zeus
was used to neutralise surface land mines, improvised explosive
devices (IEDs) and unexploded ordnance in Afghanistan and
Iraq. In 2008, it became the first energy weapon to be used in
the battlefield when it was deployed in Iraq to detonate roadside
bombs from 300m distances.
Meanwhile, Boeing’s High Energy Laser Mobile
Demonstrator (HEL MD) became the first mobile laser weapon
to counter rockets, artillery and mortar to be tested by the US
Army in 2013. The 10kW laser was installed on an Oshkosh
tactical vehicle, and plans to expand to 50kW and 100kW
versions for future demonstrations existed. According to reports,
HEL MD developed into the High Energy Laser Mobile Test Truck
(HELMTT) project when the US Army opted to upgrade the
vehicle to a heavy expanded mobility tactical truck. In April 2016,
HELMTT participated in a test exercise at Fort Sill, Oklahoma,
through the Fires Center of Excellence Lab. There, HELMTT
acquired, tracked, targeted and destroyed air and ground targets
in ‘a simulated tactical environment,’ destroying UAVs and static
mortar rounds. Moving forwards, Lockheed Martin is expected
to deliver a 50kW laser under the Robust Electric Laser Initiative
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(RELI) for HELMTT late in 2016.
Today, the US Army is developing both defensive and
offensive laser weapons, set to be integrated into the Indirect
Fire Protection Capability programme in gradual phases by 2023.
“Lasers have been promised for a long time, but they’ve never
held up and delivered what was asked for, so the operators are
rightfully sceptical. That’s why the army is taking lasers out into
operational environments and testing them,” said Mary J. Miller,
US Army Research and Technology Deputy Assistant Secretary.
No fur ther details have yet been released, although
announcements of small breakthroughs are expected during
the project’s duration.
The US Navy
The US Navy is also an early adopter of laser weaponry. In a
landmark achievement, it installed the AN/SEQ-3 Laser Weapon
System or XN-1 LaWS, a defensive energy weapon developed
with Kratos Defense & Security Solutions, on the USS Ponce
for field testing in 2014.
XN-1 LaWS consists of an infrared solid state laser array,
essentially made up of six independent lasers that converge as
a single 33kW beam, designed to cripple or destroy threats such
as UAVs and small boats. The field tests showed that XN-1 LaWS
performed so well in spite of the heat, humidity, dust and salt
water in the maritime environment, that the expected one-year
operation period was extended for the duration that the USS
Ponce remains at sea, potentially through to 2017.
As a consequence of its strong performance, in October
2015, the US Navy awarded Northrop Grumman a US$53 million
contract to develop a more powerful ship-board laser.
The US Air Force
The US Air Force is already flying prototype lasers ahead of its
project to develop a laser weapon to be fitted in its AFSOC AC130 gunships. The Pentagon is currently considering a request
for a US$120 million grant from AFSOC, which would accelerate
the project. “There is a good chance Congress will fund that,”
said Mark Gunzinger, a Senior Fellow at the Center for Strategic
and Budgetary Assessments. “This would be the first operational
high-energy laser other than the Navy’s.”
The laser would be in the region of 60-150kW. While it may
not be powerful enough to destroy enemy vehicles, it will be
ideal for covertly disabling communications equipment, vehicles,
and power supplies, providing a great advantage for troops. “You
want to take away their truck, you want to take away their boat,
you want to take away their airplane,” said Lt. Gen. Bradley
Heithold, Commander of AFSOC. “You burn a hole through the
flap or whatever it may be. Nobody knows you’ve disabled the
airplane until they go to fly it and they find out they can’t. Or you
disable their boat by disabling the engines without having to put
SEALs in the water to do that. Disable the vehicle before and
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nobody really knows you did it.”
The US Air Force Research Laboratory also has a US$200
million project to develop beam control technology and a 50kW
laser small enough to be carried in a pod the size of an external
fuel tank to be carried on F-15 and F-16 fighter planes, by 2021.
The laser weapons will be designed to protect against surfaceto-air missiles.
The Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA)
One of the USA’s biggest and most long-running laser weapon
programmes is being orchestrated by the Defense Advanced
Research Project Agency (DARPA).
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI) was
named as the primary contractor to develop the High Energy
Liquid Laser Area Defense System (HELLADS), a high powered
laser intended to neutralise missiles, rockets, artillery shells and
mortars, capable of deployment on land, sea, or in flight. To
meet the stringent size, weight and power requirements of <3m3
and <5kg/kW, GA-ASI designed a power system similar to that
of hybrid cars. The laser can hold enough charge for 5-6 beams,
and can be recharged through the aircraft power in several
minutes.
In the latest phase of the project, GA-ASI delivered a 150kW
laser for 18 months of testing at the White Sands Missile Range
in New Mexico in June 2015. While the tests are still ongoing,
the project aims to integrate a 150kW laser weapon within a
Predator C (Avenger) drone by 2017.
“HELLADS represents a new generation of tactical weapon
systems with the potential to revolutionise sovereign defences
and provide a significant tactical advantage to our warfighters,”
said Linden Blue, CEO of General Atomics. “It is remarkable to
see high-power laser technology mature into an extremely
compact weapons system and be deployed for field tests. It will
be even more remarkable to witness the impact that this will
have on U.S. defence capability.”

governments with fewer investment funds and opportunities.
Lasers aren’t the only non-kinetic weapons currently under
development, either, as research into cyber weapons and
electronic warfare continues. In August 2015, Lt. Gen. David
Mann, Commanding General of US Army Space and Missile
Defense Command/Army Forces Strategic Command and Joint
Functional Component Command for Integrated Missile Defense
(USASMDC/ARSTRAT), said: “Just trust me when I say that
there are some very exciting and promising technologies out
there.” Unable to provide any details, he continued: “Some of
them are very, very classified, very, very compartmentalised
programmes, so I can’t go into a lot of specific areas. Trust me
when I say though that all the services are looking at non-kinetic
solutions to these threat sets…. We’re investigating them and
they have proven themselves to be quite capable of helping us
address the missile threat that’s out there.”
GMC

The UK: Launching new projects
The USA is far from the only nation exploring laser weaponry. In
July 2016, the UK’s Ministry of Defence (MoD) reportedly
selected MBDA to build a laser cannon under the Laser Directed
Energy Weapon (LDEW) demonstrator project.
The project tender was announced at the end of 2015, when
a spokesperson for the MoD’s Defence Science and Technology
Laboratory (Dstl) said that the demonstrator would: “Enhance
the UK’s understanding of the capability of laser-based weapon
systems while demonstrating the ability of a high-power LDEW
system to engage airborne and surface targets at operationally
relevant ranges.”
Once complete, land-based and sea-based demonstrations
will assist Navy Command and Air Command to make capabilityplanning decisions. While the details have been kept confidential,
the Dstl has confirmed that the demonstrations will establish
five key metrics:

•
•
•
•
•

The ability to detect, acquire, and track targets at range and
in varying weather conditions with sufficient precision.
The ability to generate and precisely control a high energy
laser.
Control of the irradiance of the laser.
Management of power and cooling demands while enabling
operation of the laser over a prolonged period.
Control requirements, particularly managing the risks such
that the laser is safe to operate.

The future of non-kinetic weapons
Despite fluctuating investment levels over the years, the future
of laser weapons certainly seems bright today. In addition to
major investments and collaborations by various arms of the
US Government, commercial companies like Northrop
Grumman, Boeing, Raytheon, Lockheed Martin and GA-ASI are
developing in-house solutions that may provide a shortcut to
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(SATCOM) support some of our most critical communications
across the globe, from commander to warfighter and back, no
matter where each is located. To provide this flexible and resilient
means of communications requires adaptable technology in
space as well as on the ground. In addition, the ground
equipment must support mobility for users in all environments on land, in the air or at sea. To address these requirements,
satellite providers have created innovative technologies to
anticipate the constantly growing and changing needs in this
sector. This advanced technology needs to address other issues
as well to continue to evolve and adapt to the military’s needs.
These include accommodating global requirements, providing
more efficient and high-throughput connectivity, and also,
meeting critical size, weight and power (SWaP) issues for
hardware on the ground.
Rick Lober, Vice President and General Manager at
Hughes DISD

Military VSAT
networks
Communications are everything in the battlefield, and
countless sums of money have been spent over the years
to develop new capabilities for seamless, adaptable options
for the military. VSATs are an essential component of
today’s military communication networks, since they
provide an efficient, mobile and cost-effective solution.
However, satellite terminals rely on the ability to constantly
adapt to meet military forces’ unique mobility requirements,
today and in the future. Rick Lober, Vice President and
General Manager at Hughes Defense and Intelligence
Systems Division (DISD), outlines the unique and changing
demands from military groups within the satellite
communications field, and details Hughes DISD’s latest
offering for the sector.
Over the last several decades, the US Department of Defense
(DoD) and its allies have developed a critical reliance on satellite
communications. Today, advanced satellite communications

Military requirements in current space environment
Today’s military operations involve highly mobile and widely
dispersed forces that expect voice, video and data via satellite
uplink in real time. This instantaneous sharing of information
ensures that every soldier has access to situational awareness,
especially at the tactical level on the battlefield.
Specific satellite ground equipment advances are addressing
these operational requirements. Advances are anticipating
evolving operational environments. Providers also need to
incorporate more technical enhancements to support continuous
broadband connectivity, open architecture designs, highperforming mobility, and various security and cyber standards.
All of these actions are driven by one crucial requirement ensuring military agility.
Regarding broadband connectivity, military users can access
the government’s Wideband Global Satellite (WGS) System that
provides connections on seven satellites in orbit today covering
all regions where primary missions are operating. Commercial
satellites are augmenting this broadband capacity with gigabits
of capacity on advanced, high-throughput satellites. Providers
of ground systems like Hughes DISD see the evolving
requirements and are providing new and innovative hardware
with more efficient Size, Weight and Power (SWaP)
specifications and higher throughput to meet end-user
demands.
A rising critical element to military users relates to the SWaP
footprint of their equipment. One area where SWaP requirements
are most critical are on unmanned aerial platforms. Equipment
manufacturers are keenly focused on very small and low-power
antennas and modems. As such, Hughes DISD created the
compact HM200 airborne modem that can operate with any

Hughes Defense and Intelligence Systems Division demonstrated realtime, high-definition video transmission through
helicopter blades on the NorthStar Aviation MRH equipped with roll-on/roll-off airborne SATCOM solution using the HM200
modem.
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qualified antenna and provide data rates over 10Mbps, even on
rotary wing platforms. These innovations around SWaP have
breathed new life into SATCOM equipment manufacturers since
the hardware in this arena was once considered too big to
operate efficiently in the field. Now, we’re looking at the
emergence of a possible ‘golden age’ of mobile satellite
communication with new capabilities for all applications and with
global coverage.
Specific VSAT technology: Hughes Defense and Intelligence
Hughes DISD listened to the developing military needs for
satellite ground technology. Applying these requirements
together with their industry leading expertise in broadband
satellite services, Hughes created the HM300 Terminal in 2015
as an example in industry innovation and VSAT technology to
meet evolving military requirements. The HM300 remains the
smallest X-band terminal in the market (approximately
10"x10"x3") that can reach 1Mbps. Hughes responded to a trend
across the defense community worldwide - the need for reducing
SWaP requirements in VSATs.
The software defined modem for this equipment forms the
core of the technology. The SWaP of the modem again plays a
prominent role as it drives the ability to shrink the terminal
dimensions. Adding to the reduced SWaP, the modem integrates
a Scrambled Code Multiple Access (SCMA) waveform
enhancement - regardless of frequency band - to enable more
resilient communications in contested environments. As
equipment providers know, ‘There is no one-size-fits-all solution.’
The Hughes HM system enables high-throughput, secure and
efficient bandwidth sharing for maximum mobility. In addition,
the HM system employs an open-standards architecture and is
a frequency band-agnostic platform to fulfill DoD and Allied
demands for resilient, affordable solutions.
The HM300 terminal has proven to meet these challenges

as demonstrated earlier this year at Fort Bragg. During the
demonstration, military users saw how VSATs like the HM300
can support current and future operations while being easily
integrated into the current MILSATCOM landscape. The HM300
was also selected by Airbus Defense & Space to be the
showcase terminal for their XEBRA X-band service that provides
a highly portable, cost-effective alternative to similar services
in the market today.
With constantly varying missions in diverse environments,
militaries are looking for VSATs with more rapid deployment
and full connectivity in only minutes. The For t Bragg
demonstration fit this requirement and showed how the terminal’s
durability and small size allowed soldiers to jump out of a plane
with the terminal, fitting in a field pack. Once on the ground, the
soldiers had the VSAT setup with full connectivity in just a few
minutes.
The soldiers testing the HM300 were also able to experience
how VSATs like the HM300 provide critical beyond-line-of-sight
communications across thousands of miles. At the Fort Bragg
demonstration, information was transmitted between Fort Bragg
and a remote Earth station in the UK.
Adaptability is as important as functionality
Adaptability in SATCOM technology is as important as its
functionality so it can continue to meet the military’s unique
mobility requirements both today and in the future. With every
new and more affordable solution incorporating more security
and resilience, the warfighter will increase awareness and better
maintain operational connectivity anywhere on the planet. It is
incumbent on industry to ensure more innovative technology
and management continues to be developed and DoD needs to
ensure their groups have the means to quickly test, evaluate,
and acquire new technology to stay one step ahead of
adversaries.
GMC

Hughes Defense and Intelligence Systems and Airbus Defence test the ‘jumpable’ HM300 portable satellite terminal at Fort
Bragg, N.C.
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Cybersafe at sea
Today, network security is a key issue for individuals, commercial organisations, governments and military groups the
world over, as ever-increasing advancements in technology provide more and more capabilities, but also open us up to
vulnerabilities. With up to date cyber security, we can protect critical data, and prevent information from falling into the
wrong hands. Martin Jarrold, Chief of International Programme Development for the GVF and Co-Chair of the GVF
Maritime SatCom Forum, outlines the changing face of cyber security at sea, and discusses how the cyber challenge
is being tackled by groups from across the entire marine sector.
Communications in today’s multi-mission militar y
environment function on the basis of a many-faceted foundation
of network and systems integrity, integrity which itself rests on
robust equipment, resilient links, reliable encryption, and –
particularly, though not only, when systems and network
interoperability is a must – a generally cyber-secure environment.
However, these essential underpinnings to a critical
communications capability are far from being a requirement that
is exclusive to the military space – whether on land, in the air, or
at sea, and whether in a warfighting, peace-keeping, or
humanitarian assistance role.
The issue of communications network cyber-security now
looms very large on the corporate agenda of many sectors of
indutry and commerce, including the commercial maritime
environment. This has been variously illustrated by recent
initiatives of the trade associations representing the interests of
the sector, and in the agenda items of maritime industry
conference dialogues. For example, a collaboration of the
maritime associations BIMCO, CLIA, ICS, InterCargo, and
InterTanko, resulted in the February 2016 publication of the
document ‘Guidelines on Cyber Security Onboard Ships.’ In
addition, major maritime industry events, e.g., Posidonia 2016
in Athens in June (repeated at SMM 2016 in Hamburg in
September) featured a Digital Ship-organised workshop on ‘The
Cyber Challenge: Maritime Risk & Safety Forum,’ during which
a representative of the GVF Maritime SatCom Forum (GVFMSF) moderated a panel entitled ‘How are Developments in
Maritime Satcoms and Navigation Influencing the Cyber
Approach?’
The workshop focused on one central question: How can
maritime interests most effectively collaborate with satellite
communications solutions vendors to defend against escalating
cyber threats across an increasingly diverse eco-system of
networks used to support satcom, navigation, tracking and other
mission-critical services?
Emedding the culture of cyber security
Oil tankers, LNG carriers, dry bulk carriers, container ships,
cruise liners, etc., are more than just transportation platforms
or pleasure craft. They are floating networks of inter-connected
communication, control and information devices, ranging from
switches, actuators, and valves, to propulsion and manoeuvering
systems, through to connected navigation and positioning
equipment – Automatic Identification Systems (AIS), Electronic
Chart Display & Information Systems (ECDIS), Global
Positioning Systems (GPS), or other tools – through to
connectivity solutions delivering access to corporate/enterprise
applications, to crew welfare applications, and – in the case of
cruise ships – to the passengers’ online presence.
The maritime sector’s drive to reduce operational costs has
resulted in larger ships and smaller crews. This puts a premium
on automation and remote monitoring, which increases the
number of devices upon which ship owners, managers and
operators depend. Fortunately, during the aforementioned
workshop, it became quite clear that equipment manufacturers,
service providers and maritime stakeholders are working
together to reinforce cyber-security for an environment
increasingly characterised by satellite-enabled IoT innovations
and ship-to-shore Cloud connectivity, which are together
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transforming maritime operators’ ability to efficiently track and
manage fleets, cargo, and crew. With the introduction of every
new maritime system – like ECDIS – vendors and end users
must coordinate to thwart attacks on those systems. Whilst the
Cloud brings significant business efficiencies, and enhanced
operational cost-effectiveness, to a competitive and overheadssensitive maritime sector, weaknesses in on-board networks
can arise, for example, where OEM-sourced equipment –
perhaps a dry bulk carrier hold sensor device – has inadequately
updated security access codes.
With the IoT, for example, a myriad of devices – some
performing primary communications functions (i.e, a crew
member’s or passenger’s smartphone) and others performing
functions that are not in the primary ‘ICT loop,’ but are connected
to the ‘network’ (i.e, tank monitors aboard an LNG carrier) –
feature in an only partially controlled environment, an
environment which includes the ‘history’ and the security of a
passenger’s tablet or smartphone, the ‘history’ of a crew
member’s or a passenger’s USB drive, or the opening, in error,
of malware infected emails.
The satellite networks upon which maritime communications
are built can be, and are being, leveraged to give practical effect
to a more-firmly embedded ‘culture of cyber security.’ Maritime
company IT staff need not only to attend to the security protocols,
the firewall settings, etc., of their IT equipment/networks, but
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consider also how the security embedded within the
communications platform – the satellite terminal and the satellite
link – add to cyber defence.
Preparing for cyber-threats
Best practices from the Internet security community are now
being applied to the delivery of maritime VSAT solutions. GVF
has commissioned a Cyber Security Task Force that comprises
security experts and representatives from across the satellite
industry. The goal of the Task Force is to facilitate the application
of industry practices that enhance security without reducing the
utility and performance of VSAT solutions.
This is being facilitated at two levels: The GVF Product
Security Baseline (GVF PSB) is designed for organisations that
develop and produce VSAT hardware and software, such as
VSAT modems and hub equipment used to support maritime
connectivity. The GVF Satellite Service Provider Security
Specification (GVF SSPSec) has been developed for the service
providers that sell satellite-based connectivity to the maritime
community.
The two documents, which are continuously being enhanced,
were designed to be complementary. The PSB is intended to
guide how products (both hardware and software) are developed
by the VSAT industry. This includes designing the hardware or
software product with security as a priority from the outset,
providing for secure management and configuration, and
establishing transparent methods to facilitate the reporting and
response to potential security vulnerabilities in products.
The SSPSec then builds on the PSB by establishing how
satellite service providers can protect networks and critical
components of their infrastructure. This includes ensuring
personnel have sufficient training on security, that networks are
instrumented to detect and enable an effective response to any
potential attack, and to establish incident response procedures
within the organisation.
GMC
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Kelvin Hughes sees
growing demand for its
SharpEye™ VTS radar
technology
Following the successful installation of three of its VTS
systems in Malaysia, Kelvin Hughes is experiencing growing
demand throughout South East Asia for its solid-state
SharpEye™ radar technology for vessel traffic and coastal
surveillance applications.
The Marine Department of Malaysia selected the Kelvin
Hughes SBS-800-2 Upmast X-band SharpEye™ system to
ensure the safe entry and exit, management and monitoring
of passenger ferries and other vessels within the ports of
Kuala Perlis, Kuala Kedah & Kuah. Kelvin Hughes supplied
the systems through SAAB TransponderTech AB and
Greenfinder Sdn Bhd.
The SBS-800 range of radar systems are designed to
align with the ‘Basic’, ‘Standard’ and ‘Advanced’ capability
types of IALA V-128. With their patented SharpEye ™
technology, they transmit a low power pulse sequence which
enables short, medium and long range radar returns to be
detected simultaneously.
Doppler processing of the radar returns provides
coherent information concerning target velocity and enables
the detection of very small and slow moving objects with a
low Radar Cross Section (RCS). Through a series of
electronic filters, the system is able to distinguish between
targets of interest and sea, rain and land clutter.
In addition, with no magnetron required for the system,
maintenance costs are significantly reduced.
Hamzah Akhbar, Regional Sales Manager for Kelvin
Hughes, commented: “The success of our VTS radar in these
three important Malaysian ports has clearly demonstrated
the superior detection and tracking performance of
SharpEye™ technology, particularly in adverse weather
conditions where safety can’t be compromised. In response
to the demand, we’re looking forward to the opportunity to
enhance maritime safety and port security at other sites
throughout the region.”
GMC

Elbit Systems of America has received a $7.3 million contract
to supply the Bradley Fighting Vehicle Gunner’s Hand Station
to the United States Army. The Defense Logistics Agency
sole-source contract will be performed during a two-year
period with work being completed in Fort Worth, Texas.
“As the trusted supplier of combat vehicles electronic
and electro-optics systems for over two decades, we
understand the importance of a reliable solution for
improving soldiers’ firepower,” stated Amela Wilson, Vice
President of Sensors & Fire Control Solutions at Elbit
Systems of America. “We have delivered the Gunner’s and
Commander’s Hand Station units in the past and are pleased
to continue providing US Army Bradley gunners with this
capability. We also recognize the need for advanced vehicles
and are committed to supporting the Army’s combat ground
vehicle modernization campaigns.”
The Gunner’s Hand Station provides Bradley vehicle
gunners the ability to acquire their target and fire accurately.
Working in collaboration with the Commander’s Hand
Station, the Gunner’s Hand Station is used to drive the rate
of movement of the Bradley turret and to initiate control
signals to the turret fire control systems in the Bradley M2A3/
M3A3 vehicle.
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